Introduction
Utilizing the highly monochromatic, intense light sources provided by lasers, it has become possible to obtain the spectrum of electron density fluctuations in a plasma, which is equivalent to determining the second-order density correlations in space and time, through the measurement of the cross section for light scattering 2i 3 . On the other hand, the light generated by a laser in continuous opera-1 B. CROSIGNANI and P. DI PORTO, Phys. Lett. 24 A, 69 [1967] . tion has also a high degree of coherence, owing to the constancy of its frequency and intensity (of which no use is being made in scattering experiments aiming at the determination of the cross section). This property suggests that it should also be possible to determine higher-order correlations of the electron density in a plasma from the scattering of laser light. One way to achieve this is by investigating the statistics of the scattered photons, which can be done by photon-counting 1 . The method is essentially based on the fact that the distribution of photon counts, registered on the sensitive surface of a suitable detector, is determined by the correlation functions of the electromagnetic wave field (cf. Refs. 4_6 ) ; these in turn reflect directly the correlations between the plasma electrons, provided that the incident wave is sufficiently coherent. Of course, the method is not limited to plasmas, but can be used to obtain correlations in any scattering medium. Its application to liquids has been discussed in Ref. 7 .
In this paper we want to discuss in more detail the connection between the statistics of photon counts and the correlations of the electron density fluctuations in a plasma, briefly outlined in Ref. 1 .
In Sect. 2 we recall the basic expressions for the moments of the photon-count distribution in terms of the correlation function of the electromagnetic field. The relation of the second-order correlation function to the conditional probability for pairs of photon counts is also touched upon. In Section 3 these correlation functions are specialized for the case of light scattered from a non-relativistic, low density plasma, considering both the case that the counter receives only the scattered light and the one that the incident wave is also collected. Explicit formulae in terms of the Fourier components of the electron density fluctuations are given for the first-and second-order correlation functions, supposing for simplicity the plasma to be spatially uniform and in a steady state. The special case of fluctuations of a frequency much lower than the frequency of the incident wave is considered in Section 4. It covers in particular all fluctuations, relevant for light scattering, which are excited by the microscopic dynamics of a non-relativistic low-density plasma in the absence of external fields. These can be evaluated, e. g., from the "microscopic Vlasov equation" in a well-known way [8] [9] [10] [11] . As a result, the statistical properties of the scattered light can be expressed, for stable plasmas in a steady state, in terms of the electron and ion distribution functions, and for weakly turbulent, unstable plasmas in the regime of exponential growth, in terms of the spectrum of the fluctuating electric micro-field. In Section 5 the results are summarized and some experimental implications are touched upon.
Basic Relations
In a photon-counting experiment, one may determine the number of photons C(t), recorded by a suitable detector during a given time interval (0, t). This number being a random variable, its distribution function p[C(t)] can be obtained by repeating the experiment many times under equivalent conditions. The dependence of this distribution function on the statistical properties of the electromagnetic field under investigation is most easily expressed with the help of its factorial moments
which are directly related to the correlation functions of the field.
Considering for simplicity the case of a linearly polarized field, one has explicitly 6 .
CI .
Here N is the total number of active atoms in the counter, s its sensitivity, and G {m?> the m-th order correlation function of the electromagnetic field with respect to time at the counter, i. e.,
with R the (mean) position of the counter, E and the positive and negative frequency parts of the electric field operator, and the brackets ( ) denoting the quantum-mechanical expectation value. 
In the special case m = 1 this is, in fact, the classical condition for coherence as defined through an interference experiment 5 . Furthermore, the preceding relation, together with Eq. (1), shows that for a fully coherent state the factorial moments of the distribution of photon counts reduce to that is, the distribution is Poissonian. It is important to observe that an ideally stable laser oscillating in a single mode generates just such a fully coherent electromagnetic field. For reference, it may be noted that for a Gaussian distribution of coherent states 6 the factorial moments would be given by
If the state of the field may be described by a statistical superposition of fully coherent states and the contributions due to vacuum fluctuations can be neglected 4 ' 6 , the correlation functions G^ can be written
where the brackets ( ) now represent simply an ensemble average. In this case a classical theory is adequate for the calculation of the amplitude of the electromagnetic field. In practice this means that one may also use, instead of Ea(r,t), the classical "analytical signal" 00 E(r,t) =P+{E{r,t)} = 2 f*™a(r,<o) exp(itot)
where a(r, co) is the Fourier transform in time of the classical amplitude of the electric field E{r,t), +00 a (r, co) = J dtE (r, t) exp ( -i co t).
(3') -00
In the following we shall interpret the formula of Eq. (2) in this sense.
It may be noted that there is a more direct way of determining the correlation functions which has also some experimental advantages. It consists in measuring the probability of delayed coincidences of two or more photons at the counter. For example, the conditional probability pc(t, t + r) Ax that a photon count will be registered in the time interval t + x ^t' ^t + i -\-Ar, if one has occurred at time t, is given by 12 .
, . dC(f) dC(f-l-T) . / .dC(t). ...
or explicitly 6 pc(t, t + r) = Ns G®(t, t + r)/GW(t) with r>0. (4')

Photostatistics of Light Scattered by a Plasma
Let us suppose that a plane electromagnetic wave which is fully coherent as defined in Sect. 2 and whose electric vector is given by Et{r,t) = A cos (fci-r-coii) passes through a plasma by which it is scattered, and let its frequency cox > 0 be large enough so that the coherent response of the plasma does not affect the propagation of the wave. The analytic signal corresponding to the total electric field at the counter is respectively
E(R,t)=E1(R,t)+E2(R,t)
or and E2(R,t) describing the scattered wave. The E(R, t) = E2(R, t) (5') situations corresponding to Eqs. (5) and (5') will if the counter does or does not receive also the inbe referred t0 from now on as Case 1 and Case H ' cident wave, with respectively. Explicitly we shall use in the follow-
E1(R,t) =Aexp[i(co1t-k1-R)]
(6) ing 13, 14 E2(R, t) = P+ {--J j" d 3 r Et (r,txs xs n\r,t-R-r (6')
with k2=(a)2/c)s, S = RJR, and r0 = e 2 /mec 2 the classical electron radius; furthermore
is the electron density with Tj{t) the position of the /-th electron, so that the total number of scattering electrons in the plasma). Use has also been made of the fact that, because of their small mass, the scattering is prevalently due to electrons.
Limiting ourselves for simplicity to situations where E2 is parallel to Et (i. e., to a wave whose electric vector is perpendicular to the plane of or to small scattering angles), Eqs. (2) and (5) yield, for non-vanishing scattering angles, in Case I, e. g., where all fields are to be taken at the position R. In deriving these relations,
has been used, which is a consequence of Eq. (6') if the fluctuations are random, that is, (n(r, t)) = Ne/V = const is valid, so that (n(k, co)) = 0 for fc+0.
In Case II, Eqs. (9) and (9') hold with all terms containing Ex omitted.
Whereas for the coherent incident wave the statistics of photon counts is Poissonian, the interaction with the plasma introduces a non-Poissonian contribution. For the second-order factorial moment this is given by A = <C 2 > -<C> -<C> 2 = (TV s) 2 J / dt[ dt2 AG(ti t'2); (12) o ö as Eq. (9') shows, this is related to ensemble averages of products of the scattered electric field of second, third, and fourth order (the second and third order appearing only, if the counter receives also the incident wave [Case I]).
Putting the expressions (6) and (6') into Eqs. (9) and (9'), the effect of the interaction with the plasma on the first and second order correlation function of the electromagnetic field may be expressed in terms of ensemble averages of products of electron density fluctuations. In general, the explicit expressions are fairly involved. Therefore we shall give them here only for the case of ensembles which are uniform in space and time. In Case I, one then obtains after some algebra + oo = \A\*t R* oo lim I 1 , da>2dw2dw2 , dcor^(co2-W2+co2 / -a)2') e i ( <a2_CÜ2 ')( <2 '" il ') (14') r-> oo 1 \£ n > J o {(n( -fca-feu -co2 -cox) n(k'2 + co2 + «i) n(-k2 -kt, -co2 -coj) n(k2" + k1,co2" -fWj)) + (n( -k2-kt, -co2 -C0j) n{k2 + kt , <x>2 4-coJ rc( -JC2' -a>2 + 0^) n(k2' -fcl5 co2' -cot)) + (n( -k2 -fel5 -co2 -co±) n(k2 -, co2 -coj n(-k2 +kt, -co2 + a^) n(k'2 + k1,co2' + cot) ) + (n( -k2 + k1, -cog + coj) n(k2 + kt, co2 + CO1) n(-k2 -k±, -co2 -co^ n(k2' -fcl5 co2" -a) + {n(-k2 + k1, -co2 + (X>x) n(k2 -klt(0 2 -ft^) n( -k2 -klt -co2 -OJx) n(k2" co2' + cot) ) + (n( -k2 + klt -a>2 + C0i) n(k2 -fcl5 co2 -Cüj) n{-k2 + fcl5 -co2 + <«!) n(k2" -k1,co'2 -a^))} with &2 W) = (^sTV 0 ) s • Th e preceding relations can non-vanishing only if the latter can be combined in be deduced most easily by using Eq. (8') and obpairs of differences. Note also that Eq. (8') implies serving that, for spatially uniform ensembles, averthe property n( -k, -co) =n*(k, co). ages of the form (exp (i k-q(t))) with q(t) a liThe above results show that if the counter renear combination of electron positions Tj(t) are ceives also the incident wave (Case I), only infor- mation about the second order (i. e., two-particle) correlations can be acquired. In particular, C yields the spectrum of the electron density fluctuations, integrated over frequency, and ^C 2^ gives an expression which is related to the cosine transform (in frequency) of this spectrum (cf. Sect. 4). Higher moments are more complex functionals of the second-order correlations between electrons (to lowest significant order in (r0 2 /R 2 ) Ne). On the other hand, if the counter collects the scattered wave only (Case II), one obtains also knowledge about higher-order correlations. Whereas C^ gives again the integrated spectrum of electron density fluctuations, ^C 2^* is now related to the fourth-order (i. e., four-particle) correlation function of the electrons. Generally, the moment ^Ccontains information about correlations of order 2 m between electrons.
Effect of Self-Excited Fluctuations in the Plasma
The results of the preceding Section may be appreciably simplified if the relevant fluctuation frequencies are small compared to the frequency coi of the incident wave. This is usually true, e. g., for all fluctuations due to the collective interaction between plasma particles. These have namely frequencies in the range of the plasma frequencies of the particle species constituting the plasma, which must be small with respect to co1 if the incident wave is to propagate unaffectedly by the presence of the plasma.
More generally, all relevant self-excited fluctuations in a non-relativistic low-density plasma are then of this type, since the ones associated with the freeparticle motion have frequencies not larger than kXV = CJOx v/c ^ cOj, with V a characteristic electron velocity [cf. Eq. (24) ].
In such a situation n(k, co) is large only for j CO I < 0JX as can be seen from Eq. (8'). Hence, without any significant error, Eq. (6') with A _L S can be replaced by
E2(R,t) =
+ oo = R 4 fZ eiW2{t~R,C) n^S-k^co,-cot) 7i(fe, t) = j ^ e iwi n(k, co) = 2 exp{ik'Tj(t) } .
-oo 
(18')
The preceding formulae are valid if the ensemble satisfies condition (11); the uniformity of the ensemble in space and time is not required. In a steady state GM is time-independent and AG depends only on t2 -tx ; then AG as given by Eq. (17') is proportional to the cosine transform in frequency of the spectrum of fluctuations of the electron density. For the higher G^ analogous expressions can be derived; in Case II one obtains in particular For reference, we shall give in the following explicit expressions for the averages appearing on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (17) to (18') for an isolated stable plasma in a steady state. This can be done along the lines well-known in the theory of light scattering 2 ' 3 ' 9 ' 14 . For unstable plasmas these averages will be written in terms of the fluctuating electric microfield, assuming a regime of exponential growth.
4a) Stable Plasma
The electron density fluctuations in a plasma can be evaluated, e. g., starting from the "microscopic Vlasov equation" 8~10 , which is equivalent to the dynamical equations of motion of all the plasma particles. For a plasma consisting of electrons and one species of singly ionized ions, one has in the absence of external fields 3v (a) 3v ( 
v^ being defined by
vW (r, v, t) = 2<5(r-vf (t))S(v-vf> (t)) )
and the superscript a = e, i referring to the electrons and ions, respectively; (j) and V^ (t) describe the position and velocity of the y'-th particle of the species a. In particular, one has J d 3 u (r, V,t) =n (r, t).
Provided that the relevant fluctuations are weak and unaffected by external fields, and the plasma is homogeneous (i. e., can be described by an ensemble uniform in space) as well as on the average neutral, Eq. (19) may be replaced by
with fto(v,t) = { the one-particle distribution functions of the species a and
<M a > (r, v, t) = vM (r, v, t) -/« (v, t).
In a steady state, f^ is a function of V only. It may be noted that the transition from Eq. (19) to Eq. Inverting the Fourier transform in time and observing that /IL ) and n^ are statistically independent, so that </i ( L e > (fe,o>) ng>(-fc, a/)) = 0 , one obtains immediately from the preceding relations
since in a steady state the average ( ) over different initial conditions can be taken using the particle distribution functions (v). In particular, one finds (27') showing that in the case of a stable plasma in a steady state with weak excitation of fluctuations the fourth-order correlation function of the electromagnetic field is anyway determined by second-order particle correlations. As a result, formula (18') may be re-written in this case as
AG (t[, to) =AG(t'2 -tl) =\A\*~£\(n(K,0) n(-K,to -tl)) | 2 . (28)
For times t small compared with a typical correlation time of the electron density fluctuations one hence obtains from Eqs. (1), (12) and (18) A = <C> 2 which is just the relation valid for a Gaussian distribution of coherent states (cf. Sect. 2).
4b) Unstable Plasma
For an unstable plasma the calculation of the fluctuations is in general a formidable task, because the growth of unstable perturbations is limited by complex non-linear phenomena such as coupling between different wave modes and effects of the waves on the average particle distribution. Especially, the spectrum of fluctuations reached in a steady state depends strongly on the particular circumstances. The only thing that can be done relatively easy in some generality is to write, for a weakly turbulent plasma during the period of wave growth, the averages appearing in Eqs. (17) to (18 ) in terms of the fluctuating electric microfield.
